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Abstract  22 

Artificial metalloenzymes (ArMs) result from anchoring an organometallic catalyst within an 23 
evolvable protein scaffold. Thanks to its dimer of dimers quaternary structure, streptavidin 24 

allows the precise positioning of two metal cofactors to activate a single substrate, thus 25 
expanding the reaction scope accessible to ArMs. To validate this concept, we report herein 26 

on our efforts to engineer and evolve an artificial hydroaminase based on dual-gold activation 27 
of alkynes. Guided by modelling, we designed a chimeric streptavidin equipped with a 28 

hydrophobic lid shielding its active site which enforces the advantageous positioning of two 29 

synergistic biotinylated gold cofactors. Three rounds of directed evolution using E. coli cell-30 
free extracts led to the identification of mutants favouring either the anti-Markovnikov product 31 

(an indole carboxamide with 96% regioselectivity, 51 TONs) resulting from a dual gold s,p-32 
activation of an ethynylphenylurea substrate or the Markovnikov product (a phenyl-33 

dihydroquinazolinone with 99% regioselectivity, 333 TONs) resulting from the p-activation of 34 

the alkyne by gold. 35 
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Introduction 36 

Thanks to their unique affinity towards alkynes, allenes and alkenes, gold complexes have 37 

attracted significant attention for their catalytic potential.1–3 In addition to the activation of 38 

unsaturated substrates via p-coordination, terminal alkynes undergo dual-gold activation via 39 

synergistic s,p-coordination.4–8 This mode of activation, which proceeds via a diaurated 40 

transition state, affords distinct products/regioisomers, significantly broadening the scope of 41 
gold-catalysed reactions. Such synergistic action of two metals in catalysis is reminiscent of 42 

polynuclear metalloenzymes, whereby (at least) two metals act in concert to catalyse 43 
challenging reactions.9  44 

In the context of in vivo ligation and bioconjugation, alkynes occupy a place of choice as this 45 

functional group was shown to be bio-orthogonal, thus finding widespread use in click 46 
chemistry.10,11 Although Cu and Ru are privileged catalysts in this context,12,13 recent reports 47 

suggest that gold-complexes maintain catalytic activity in a cellular environment, albeit for a 48 
different type of reactivity.14–18 To the best of our knowledge however, these biocompatible 49 

reactions rely on a p-activation of the alkyne, rather than the dual activation, so distinctive of 50 

gold-catalysis. 51 

 52 

Figure 1 Engineering and evolving an artificial hydroaminase (HAMase) based on dual-gold activation of 53 
alkynes. Chemo-genetic optimization of the catalytic performance relies on combining: a biotinylated cofactor 54 
and b a tailored chimeric protein to assemble c an ArM equipped with two adjacent gold cofactors. Genetic 55 
optimization is guided by d modelling to identify e advantageous amino acids for directed evolution to favour f 56 
either s,p-activation or p-activation of the alkyne to afford either indole 2 or quinazolinone 3 respectively. 57 

With the aim of complementing natural enzymes,19 artificial metalloenzymes (ArM hereafter) 58 
have experienced a renaissance in the past two decades.20–24 For this purpose, an abiotic 59 

metal cofactor is compartmentalized within a protein scaffold which can be optimized by 60 
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genetic means. Thus far, more than 40 reactions can be catalysed by ArMs.25 Current 61 

challenges in the field include; protein-accelerated catalysis, whereby a pre-catalyst is 62 
activated upon incorporation within the host protein,26  dual catalysis27,28 and  compatibility of 63 

the ArM with a cytosolic environment.29 Privileged scaffolds for ArMs include: carbonic 64 
anhydrase,30 hemoproteins,31,32 prolyl oligopeptidase,33 lactococcal multiresistance 65 

regulator,23 four helix-bundles,34,35 nitrobindin,36 human serum albumin,37 and 66 
(strept)avidin.20,38–40 The work presented herein capitalizes on the unique topology of Sav 67 

enabling the localization of two close-lying biotinylated probes within a hydrophobic 68 

environment. This enabled the engineering and evolution of a biocompatible artificial 69 
hydroaminase (HAMase hereafter) based on either single- or dual-gold activation of an 70 

alkyne, Figure 1. 71 

Results  72 

Design of the artificial hydroaminase  73 

As reported by Asensio5,41 and van der Vlugt42, the regioselectivity for the hydroamination of 74 

ethynylurea 1 is by-and-large governed by the mode of activation of the alkyne by gold: the 75 

canonical p-activation favours the quinazolinone 3 (Markovnikov, 6-exo-dig addition product), 76 

while the dual s,p-gold activation affords preferentially the indole 2 (anti-Markovnikov, 5-77 

endo-dig addition product)5,42,43 Upon p-coordination of the alkyne to gold, the pKa of the 78 

terminal C–H bond is lowered, thus favouring its deprotonation and coordination by a second 79 

gold to afford the s,p-activation mode.41 Accordingly, the spatial arrangement of the two gold 80 

species is critical in determining the regioselectivity of the reaction. We thus selected the 81 
gold-catalyzed cyclization of the ethynylurea 1 to engineer and evolve a dual-gold catalysed 82 

hydroaminase (HAMase) based on the biotin-streptavidin technology. 83 

Thanks to its dimer of dimers quaternary structure, which places the valeric acid side chains 84 
of two proximal biotins 19.8 Å apart (pdb: 3ry2), we designed N-heterocyclic carbene ligands 85 

equipped with a biotin anchor introduced at various positions, Figure 2a.44 We hypothesized 86 

that the relative position of two gold moieties within the biotin binding vestibule may influence 87 
the mode of alkyne-activation as reflected by the indole 2 vs the quinazolinone 3 ratio. 88 

Sterically-crowded imidazolium precursors were metalated using a one-step procedure,45 89 
and less-hindered carbenes were prepared through transmetalation of the silver-carbene 90 

complex, to afford the corresponding gold complexes: biot-Au 1-5, Supplementary Figure 91 
1.46 These are air- and water stable and can be stored for months as stock solutions in DMSO 92 

at 5 ºC.  93 
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 95 

Figure 2 Chemo-genetic optimization of HAMase activity. a Biotinylated gold complexes biot–Au 1-5 tested 96 
b in the presence of streptavidin isoforms c for the hydroamination of substrate 1 to afford indole 2 or 97 
quinazolinone 3. Screening conditions using purified Sav samples: Vtot 200 µL (VDMSO 15 µL), [Sub] 5 mM, [Au] 98 
50 µM, [Sav] 100 µM, [MES-buffer] 50 mM, pH 5, 37 °C for 24 h. d Bio-additive-based screening of biot-Au 2 · 99 
Sav-SOD K121A allows identifying detrimental cellular components. Reaction conditions: Vtot 200 µL (VDMSO 100 
15 µL), [Sub] 2.5 mM, [bio-additive] 2.5 mM, [biot-Au 2] 50 µM, [Sav] 100 µM, [MES-buffer] 50 mM, pH 5, 37 °C 101 
for 24 h. *cross-reaction with the substrate. 102 

 103 

Engineering a chimeric protein with a hydrophobic biotin-binding vestibule 104 

Initial studies using Au(I)-complexes bearing either commercially-available NHCs or biot-105 

Au 1-5 in buffered aqueous solutions afforded < 1 turnover (TON, using 7.5 % DMSO, 106 

[substrate 1] = 5 mM and [Au] = 50 µM = 1 mol %, 24 hours at room temperature), 107 

Supplementary Table 1. Addition of wild-type streptavidin (Sav WT hereafter, 25 µM, 108 

corresponding to 100 µM biotin-binding sites, BBS) to a biotinylated cofactor biot-Au 1-5 109 
improved the catalytic activity leading to up to 12 TONs and affording the quinazolinone 3 110 

exclusively, Figures 2b-2c and Supplementary Figure 2. This protein-acceleration 111 

phenomenon upon addition of Sav was not observed with cofactors devoid of biotin or with 112 
Me2biot-Au 2 which bears a dimethylated biotin anchor and thus a markedly decreased 113 

affinity towards streptavidin as highlighted by a HABA displacement assay, Supplementary 114 
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Figure 3. Fine-tuning the reaction conditions revealed that MES buffer at pH = 5 affords the 115 

highest TONs, without significantly affecting the regioselectivity, Supplementary Figures 4-8. 116 
Next, we selected biot-Au 2 and screened it in the presence of a focused library of Sav 117 

isoforms bearing mutations at S112 and/or K121. While the TON could be improved, 118 
especially in the presence of small/hydrophobic residues at position K121, the critical 3:2 119 

ratio, diagnostic of the gold-activation mode, remained heavily biased in favour of the 6-exo-120 
dig product 3, Supplementary Figure 9 and Supplementary Table 2. The addition of various 121 

bio-additives in fiftyfold excess vs. catalyst was tolerated in most cases. Reduced glutathione 122 

and cysteine poisoned the catalytic system, fortunately only at higher concentrations 123 
(> 20x[biot-Au 2]). Strikingly, biotin inhibits the ArM already at low concentrations (> 4x[biot-124 

Au 2]). These results highlight the promising bio-robustness of the ArM, suggesting it may be 125 
used in a cellular medium, Supplementary Table 3. With directed evolution in mind, this is a 126 

highly desirable feature as it allows screening cell-free extracts (cfe), without the need to 127 
purify the streptavidin mutants.47 128 

Inspection of the > 30 X-ray structures of ArMs based on the biotin-streptavidin technology 129 

reveal a tendency for biotinylated metal cofactors to be poorly localized within the biotin-130 
binding vestibule.38 We attribute this to its shallow topology, thus allowing a biotinylated 131 

cofactor to adopt multiple poses, resulting in reduced occupancy. Multiscale-modeling 132 
strategies on some of these systems illustrate that the pronounced flexibility of the cofactor 133 

may compromise the regiospecificity of the reaction.48 With the aim of shielding the biotin-134 

binding vestibule, consisting of two eight-stranded b-barrels facing each other, we surveyed 135 

the literature for naturally-occurring dimerization domains present in b-sheet-rich proteins. 136 

We identified a potential candidate fitting this criterion: the superoxide dismutase C (sodC) 137 
from M. tuberculosis (pdb: 1pzs49), which includes a ~ 30 amino acid dimerization domain. 138 

This lid forms an interface that spans across the ~ 29 Å of the two Greek Key b-barrel 139 

subunits of sodC. We thus set out to engineer a chimera consisting of the dimerization domain 140 
of sodC inserted in the 3-4 loop of the Sav to yield a Sav-SOD, Figure 3a. To our delight, 141 

Sav-SOD could be expressed in the soluble fraction in high yield (typically > 100 mg/L) in 142 
shake flasks using E. coli BL21 DE3, Supplementary Figures 10-11. 143 

To scrutinize the effect on the perturbation resulting from the addition of the sodC 144 

dimerization domain, we performed Isothermal Titration Calorimetry measurements (ITC) 145 
with biotin. Nanomolar binding affinity for biotin is retained over a wide range of temperatures 146 

(10 to 40 ºC), Supplementary Figure 12 and Supplementary Table 4-5. At 25 ºC, the Kd is 147 

4.2 nM with standard binding enthalpy DHº = – 20.90 kcal/mol and binding enthalpy TDSº = 148 
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– 9.49 kcal/mol. The standard free energy DGº = – 11.4 kcal/mol at 25 ºC.50 These 149 

parameters suggest that the biotin-binding is primarily enthalpically-driven. Comparison of 150 
the turn-on fluorescence upon incorporation of the biotinylated solvatochromic fluorescent 151 

reporter 4-N,N-dimethylamino-1,8-naphthalimide (biot-4DMN) in Sav and Sav-SOD K121A 152 

reveals a > 2.5 and 20 fold increase in fluorescence compared to the free biot-4DMN, 153 

accompanied by a blue shift (lem = 532 and 526 nm vs. 556 nm), Supplementary Figure 13. 154 

Such increase in fluorescence accompanied by an ipsochromic shift, have been attributed to 155 
increased hydrophobicity.50 Furthermore, thermal shift assay highlights an increased thermal 156 

stability of the apo chimeric protein compared to apo Sav WT, Supplementary Figure 14. We 157 
thus surmise that the SOD-lid stabilizes the protein and significantly contributes to provide a 158 

hydrophobic and shielded environment for organometallic catalysis. 159 

Computational studies of the HAMase 160 

To gain structural and mechanistic insight on the influence of the protein scaffold, we refined 161 
an integrative computational procedure that we have developed to model various ArMs, 162 

Figure 3b.51 We analysed the formation of the 6-exo-dig product 3 and 5-endo-dig product 2 163 
catalyzed by biot-Au 2 · Sav WT, biot-Au 2 · Sav K121A and biot-Au 2 · Sav-SOD K121A. 164 

For this purpose, we applied the following workflow: i) DFT calculations on the theozyme, the 165 

core catalytic centre (urea 1 coordinated to one or two biotinylated gold catalysts) for both p- 166 

and dual s,p-activation modes. DFT calculations (B3LYP-D3 functional) were performed 167 

using continuum water solvent conditions, Supplementary Table 6 and Supplementary 168 
Figures 15-18.52,53 ii) With no X-ray structure of the Sav-SOD available, structural modelling 169 

(with Modeller54) was carried out on this system followed by classical Molecular Dynamics 170 

(MD) simulations (AMBER Force field55) up to convergence, Supplementary Figure 19. Then, 171 
after inclusion of biot-Au 2 into the protein vestibule by protein-ligand docking, MD on the 172 

three Sav scaffolds biot-Au 2 · Sav-WT, biot-Au 2 · Sav K121A and biot-Au 2 · Sav-SOD 173 
K121A were performed to determine the conformational space available for substrate 174 

binding, Supplementary Figure 20.  iii) Incorporation of the transition state structures for the 175 
6-exo-dig and 5-endo-dig pathways in water (see i)) by protein-ligand docking approaches 176 

(using GaudiMM51 and Gold5.8.156) into the most representative structures of the MD 177 
simulations for the three Sav scaffolds (we term these “pseudo-transition states”), 178 

Supplementary Figure 21, and iv) further refinement by MD of the best results obtained for 179 
systems with reasonable predicted affinity (in iii)), Supplementary Figures 22-24. The final 180 

simulations were analyzed focusing on: a) the complementarity of transition state structures 181 

for the 6-exo-dig and 5-endo-dig within the Sav vestibule, and b) the number of gold cofactors 182 
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biot-Au 2 involved (i.e. one or two), Supplementary Figures 25-26, Supplementary Table 7-183 

8. The influence of the host protein on the transition state structures helped identify amino 184 
acid residues to randomize during directed evolution. 185 

The DFT calculations revealed that the competition between p- and dual s,p-activation modes 186 

also operates in water, Supplementary Figure 15. The difference between the Gibbs energy 187 
barriers for both pathways is about 2 kcal mol-1 (19.5 vs. 21.5 kcal mol-1 for 6-exo-dig and 5-188 

endo-dig mechanisms, respectively), suggesting that subtle changes in the first or second 189 

coordination sphere of the metal may significantly affect the ratio between both products. 190 
Calculations of the barriers in solvents of different dielectric constant suggest that the 191 

regioselectivity is not significantly affected by the polarity of the medium, Supplementary 192 
Figures 16-17. 193 

 194 

We surmised that a shift in regioselectivity may be promoted by the protein environment. DFT 195 
calculations carried out on small models were used to evaluate the impact on the ground- 196 

and transition states structures of the gold complexes both in bulk water and in the confined, 197 
hydrophobic environment provided by the biotin-binding vestibule. Scrutiny of the active site 198 

led us to hypothesize that, following p-coordination, the alkyne’s C-H may be deprotonated 199 

by close-lying amino acids or a water molecule to afford a di-aurated s,p-acetylide species: 200 

(Au-Cs = 2.01 Å) and (Au-Cp = 2.28, 2.33 Å) and a Au—Au distance ~3 Å, Supplementary 201 

Figure 18. 202 
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 203 

Figure 3 Design and structural characterization of the chimeric ArM: a Protein topology diagram of the 204 
sequence of one Sav-SOD monomer and the computed structure of chimeric Sav-SOD resulting from a 200 ns 205 
MD simulation; the SOD insert is highlighted in pink; residues subjected to saturation mutagenesis are underlined; 206 
blue arrows and orange cylinders represent b-sheets and a-helices respectively. b Workflow for the computational 207 
design and optimization of transition states in chimeric streptavidin. Identification of most promising amino acid 208 
residues to subject to mutagenesis. 209 
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 210 

 211 

Figure 4 Analysis of the transition state structure and close-lying amino acid residues in chimeric Sav: a 212 
Schematic representation of postulated gold-catalyzed hydroamination reaction mechanisms within the biotin-213 
binding vestibule. b X-ray crystal structure of biot-Au 2 · Sav-SOD K121A (magenta) overlaid with the MD model 214 
(blue) (see Supplementary Figure 27 for details). c,d Computed transitions state for the biot-Au 2-catalyzed 6-215 
exo-dig (1TS-1Au) and for the 5-endo-dig cyclization (1TS-2Au) docked within Sav-SOD K121A. e Close-up view 216 
of the X-ray structure of biot-Au 2 · Sav-SOD K121A. Anomalous electron density (displayed as red mesh at 217 
5s) assigned to Au and modeled with a 50% occupancy; no electron density for Cl was detected. Electron density 218 
map (2Fo-Fc) for the biot-Au 2 (displayed as grey mesh at 1s). biot-Au 2 (green stick), close-lying amino acid 219 
residues (magenta stick representation), Au as golden sphere, Cl as green sphere and the protein as cartoon 220 
representation.  221 
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Having identified transition state structures in water for the isolated cofactor (in the absence 222 

of the protein scaffold), three different pseudo-transition states embedded in the protein were 223 
evaluated: 1TS-1Au and 2TS-2Au and 1TS-2Au. The transition state 1TS-1Au corresponds 224 

to the p-activated TS which occupies half of the biotin-binding vestibule, with a second, 225 

unligated biot-Au 2 occupying the neighbouring biotin binding site. The transition state 2TS-226 

2Au is similar to 1TS-1Au, but includes two gold complexes, each activating an alkyne via p-227 

coordination. Finally, the transition state 1TS-2Au2 contains two gold complexes interacting 228 

with a single alkyne substrate via s,p-coordination, Figure 4a.  229 

Molecular modelling of biot-Au 2 · Sav WT provides the best fit for the pseudo-transition 230 

state 1TS-1Au when inserted into the catalytic vestibule of Sav, Supplementary Table 6 and 231 
Supplementary Figure 21. Worse complementarities were computed for 2TS-2Au and severe 232 

clashes with the amino acids on position 121 were predicted for 1TS-2Au. All these pseudo-233 

transition state structures are rather solvent-exposed, with minimal impact of the second 234 
coordination sphere, resulting in similar energy barriers and similar predicted regioselectivity 235 

compared to the free cofactor. Both the free cofactor and biot-Au 2 · Sav WT are thus 236 

predicted to favour p-activation to afford quinazolinone 3. Gratifyingly, in vitro experiments 237 

support the model, revealing that biot-Au 2 · Sav WT affords exclusively quinazolinone 3, 238 
Figure 2c. 239 

In the case of biot-Au 2 · Sav K121A, similar or worse fitting scores compared to Sav WT 240 

are computed for all pseudo-transition states, except for 1TS-2Au. In fact, the score 241 
associated per cofactor reveals that the binding affinity of 1TS-2Au is close to the value 242 

obtained for 1TS-1Au (that corresponds to a single transition state geometry with no 243 

geometric constraint from the adjacent Sav monomer), Supplementary Table 6. These results 244 
suggest that a single-point mutation K121A improves the docking score of 1TS-2Au 245 

compared to 1TS-1Au. This reflects a modest shift in favour of s,p-alkyne coordination which 246 
should allow for the formation of the anti-Markovnikov product indole 2. These findings are 247 

supported by experiments: the regioselectivity (3:2) varies from 100:0 (for biot-248 
Au 2 · Sav WT) to 83:17 for biot-Au 2 · Sav K121A, Figure 2c and Table 1.  249 

X-ray quality crystals of biot-Au 2 · Sav-SOD (including various mutants) were obtained 250 

through co-crystallization, Supplementary Figure 27 and Supplementary Table 9. Although a 251 
resolution down to 1.8 Å was achieved, the SOD-lid could not be fully resolved due to its high 252 

flexibility, pdb: 7ALX. We thus set out to model the structure of  Sav-SOD K121A, starting 253 
with homology modeling, followed by a long classical MD (200 ns), Figure 4b and 254 
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Supplementary Figure 19.57 The resulting models are stable with the SOD-lid presenting the 255 

highest degree of flexibility (RMSF 2.63). Next, we docked biot-Au 2 into the system. Good 256 
complementarities were obtained by collective motion of the entire SOD-lid, Supplementary 257 

Figures 20-21. This hydrophobic lid contributes to shield both cofactors from the solvent. A 258 
second MD (300 ns) placed both biot-Au 2 cofactors sufficiently close to synergistically 259 

engage in s,p-activation of a terminal alkyne, Supplementary Figures 22-24. To our delight, 260 

biot-Au 2 · Sav-SOD K121A indeed displayed the highest 5-endo-dig regioselectivity (i.e. 261 
62:38 for 3:2) and TONs of up to 40, Figure 2c and Table 1. We thus selected biot-262 

Au 2 · Sav-SOD K121A for directed evolution. 263 

Docking of the three pseudo-transition state models into Sav-SOD K121A reveal that the best 264 
complementarity is obtained for 1TS-1Au and 1TS-2Au (especially for TS5), Figures 4c-d. 265 

Scoring values for 2TS-2Au were extremely low as there is limited space for such a large 266 
pseudo-transition state in the Sav-SOD’s vestibule, Supplementary Table 6. This also 267 

suggests that the possibility of another substrate approaching 1TS-2Au to form 2TS-2Au is 268 
unlikely in chimeric Sav-SOD. Depending on the transition state, the substrate(s) occupies 269 

different positions within the active site, Figure 4c vs 4d. The most notable difference is a 270 
180-degree rotation of the substrate between 1TS-1Au (6-exo-dig) compared to 1TS-2Au (5-271 

endo-dig). Further residue- contribution analysis of 1TS-2Au and 1TS-1Au (to afford 5-endo-272 
dig and 6-exo-dig products respectively) in the active ArM were performed. Calculations were 273 
carried out using Cytoscape58 as implemented in UCSF Chimera59 (for a qualitative analysis 274 
of main interactions along the MDs) followed by MMGBSA (to extract indicative energetic 275 
values), Supplementary Figures 25-26 and Supplementary Tables 7-8. Direct interactions of 276 
Au with close-lying amino acids are very weak (e.g. purely VdW contacts). Both pseudo-277 
transition state structures reveal common interactions between the coordinated substrate 1 278 
and the residues SOD-N8, SOD-I9, SOD-A3 and Sav-N118. For 1TS-1Au, additional 279 
contacts were identified: from Sav-S112 to S122, especially T114. This increased number of 280 
contacts is traced back to the high level of flexibility of the 1TS-1Au versus the 1TS-2Au. As 281 

the SOD lid is highly flexible (and disordered in the X-ray structure), we selected close-lying 282 
residues belonging to Sav rather than the SOD-lid. Accordingly, the following amino acids 283 

were selected for the directed evolution campaign: S112, T114, T115, N118, K121 and S122, 284 
Figure 4e. 285 

 286 
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 287 

Figure 5 Directed Evolution of an HAMase Based on Sav-SOD. a Streamlined protocol for the genetic 288 
optimization of biot-Au 2 · Sav-SOD in cfe using a 96-well plate assay. b Scatterplot of 2500 cfe experiments 289 
displaying the two evolutionary trajectories Sav-SOD GGG (red) and Sav-SOD SFG (blue), for amino acid 290 
positions selected for mutagenesis, see panel c, ultimately leading to the identification of biot-Au 2 · Sav-SOD T-291 
A-SFG and biot-Au 2 · Sav-SOD N-SN-GGG. Reaction conditions for 96-well cfe screening: Vtot 400 µL (VDMSO 292 
20 µL), [Sub] 2.5 mM, [Cofactor] 6.25 µM, MES-buffer:lysis-buffer (1:1), pH ~5.5, sealed at 37 °C for 4 days. c 293 
Evolution trajectory of HAMase using purified Sav isoforms of the evolution of biot-Au 2 · Sav-SOD. Reaction 294 
conditions for catalysis with purified protein samples: Vtot 200 µL (VDMSO 15 µL), [Sub] 5 mM, [Cofactor] 50 µM, 295 
[Sav] 100 µM, [MES-buffer] 50 mM, pH 5, 37 °C for 24 h except optimized reaction conditions* for 6-exo-dig: Vtot 296 
400 µL (365 µL of MES-buffer, 50 mM, pH 5) [Sub] 2.5 mM, [biot-Au 2] 2.5 µM, [Sav] 5 µM, 39 °C for 72 h and 297 
for 5-endo-dig: Vtot 100 µL (VMES 45 µL,), [Sub] 15 mM, [Diamide] 15 mM, [biot-Au 2] 100 µM, [Sav] 200 µM, 298 
37 °C for 72 h. 299 

Directed evolution of the HAMase based on Sav-SOD 300 

Having engineered an evolvable hydrophobic environment lining the biotin-binding vestibule 301 

and identified promising residues, we set out to optimize the HAMase by directed evolution. 302 
Building on the computational insight, we selected biot-Au 2 · Sav-SOD K121A as starting 303 

point for the iterative saturation mutagenesis. The free cofactor biot-Au 2 did not display 304 
significant HAMase activity in the absence of Sav, either using MES buffer or cfe, Table 1 305 

and Supplementary Table 10. We hypothesize that as biot-Au 2 is insoluble in the aqueous 306 
cfe, the gold is shielded from poisoning by the cellular debris (in particular soluble thiols). 307 

Upon compartmentalization within Sav, a soluble and active ArM results, whereby the protein 308 
(partially) shields the cofactor from these detrimental metabolites, thus restoring catalytic 309 

activity, as previously observed in related studies.37,60 We were delighted to observe HAMase 310 

activity upon addition of biot-Au 2 to E. coli cfe (BL21 DE3) containing Sav and Sav-SOD, 311 
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Supplementary Table 10. This strategy allows bypassing the laborious protein purification 312 

step and complements our previous high-throughput screening platforms based on 313 
periplasmic and surface-display.25,61,62  314 

Table 1 Selected Results of evolved ArMs using purified HAMasesa. Best hits for either regioisomer are 315 
highlighted in boldb,c and were tested on preparative scaled,e.  316 

Entry Sav-Mutants Total TONa Selectivity (3:2) 
1 no streptavidin 0.3 ± 0.1 100:0 
2 Sav K121A 21.2 ± 0.9 82:18 
3 Sav-SOD K121A 39.3 ± 1.9 62:38 
4 Sav-SOD N118G K121G S122G 57.5 ± 4.7 45:55 
5 Sav-SOD S112N N118G K121G 

S122G 
64.6 ± 2.1 32:68 

6 Sav-SOD S112N T114S T115N 
N118G K121G S122G 

51.2 ± 3.5b 

39d 
4:96b 

8:92d 
7 Sav-SOD N118S K121F S122G 38.6 ± 1.0 99:1 
8 Sav-SOD S112T N118S K121F 

S122G 
42.0 ± 1.1 97:3 

9 Sav-SOD S112T T115A N118S 
K121F S122G 

333 ± 57c 

94e 
99:1c 

>99:1e 
aThe analytical experiments were carried out in quadruplicates. The combined turnover 
for both products in relation to [biot-Au 2] is displayed as mean ± SD (n=4). The 
quinazolinone:indole ratio (3:2) with standard reaction conditions: Vtot 200 µL (VDMSO 
15 µL), [Sub] 5 mM, [biot-Au 2] 50 µM, [Sav] 100 µM, [MES-buffer] 50 mM, pH 5, 37 °C 
for 24 h.; bOptimized reaction conditions 5-endo-dig with the following changes: Vtot 
100 µL (VMES 45 µL, VDMSO 20 µL), [Sub] 15 mM, [Diamide] 15 mM, [biot-Au 2] 100 µM, 
[Sav] 200 µM, 37 °C for 72 h; cOptimized reaction conditions 6-exo-dig with the following 
changes: Vtot 400 µL (365 µL of MES-buffer 50 mM, pH 5) [Sub] 2.5 mM, [biot-Au 2] 
2.5 µM, [Sav] 5 µM, 39 °C for 72 h; dPreparative reaction (0.2 mmol): 72% yield of indole 
2 and 6% yield of quinazolinone 3; ePreparative reaction (0.1 mmol): 47% yield of 
quinazolinone 3 and no isolable trace of indole 2.  
 317 

First, positions N118, K121 and S122 were mutated simultaneously using a library consisting 318 

of NDT codons at these three positions, Figure 5a, Supplementary Table 11 and 319 
Supplementary Figure 28-29.63. For this purpose, thirteen 96-well plates, representing 24% 320 

coverage, were grown. Each well was subjected to a biotin-4-fluorescein (B4F) binding assay 321 

to identify biotin-binding Sav-SOD-mutants that were then evaluated in catalysis. Twelve hits 322 
including Sav-SOD N118G K121G S122G (GGG hereafter) and Sav-SOD N118S K121F 323 

S122G (SFG hereafter) were quantified by UPLC-MS and displayed either the highest TON 324 
or the highest regioselectivity. They were sequenced, expressed, purified by affinity 325 

chromatography and tested in vitro. Next, the twelve hits were subjected to another round of 326 
directed evolution targeting position S112 with 18-possible amino acid combinations using 327 

VMA and NDT codons, Supplementary Table 11-12. The best six hits were expressed, 328 
purified and evaluated. Mutants Sav-SOD S112N N118G K121G S122G (N-GGG) and Sav-329 

SOD S112T N118S K121F S122G (T-SFG) were identified as most promising for 5-endo-dig 330 
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product 2 and 6-exo-dig product 3 respectively. These two quadruple mutants were subjected 331 

to another round of mutagenesis, targeting simultaneously positions T114 and T115. 332 

From this screening campaign, the following trends emerge; large amino acids at position 333 
K121 favour the 6-exo-dig product 3, suggesting that the clashes observed via computational 334 

studies between K121 and the s,p-gold intermediate are also valid for other mutants. 335 
Reactions conditions used for cfe experiments tend to favour the formation of 6-exo-dig 336 

product 3. After two rounds of directed evolution starting from Sav-SOD K121A, clear 337 

evolutionary trajectories favouring either regioisomer emerge (the scaffold GGG favours the 338 
indole 2 and SFG favours the quinazolinone 3 pathways respectively), Figure 5b and 339 

Supplementary Figure 28. To validate these trends, the most promising Sav chimeras were 340 
expressed in shake flasks and purified. Significant improvement of activity and selectivity 341 

over various generations were observed. Ultimately, we identified two chimeras Sav-SOD 342 
S112N T114S T115N N118G K121G S122G (N-SN-GGG) and Sav-SOD S112T T115A 343 

N118S K121F S122G (T-A-SFG) for the production of either regioisomer: biot-Au 2 · Sav-344 
SOD T-A-SFG and Sav-SOD N-SN-GGG afforded 333 and 51 TONs with a ratio 3:2 of 99:1 345 

and 4:96 respectively, Figure 5c, Table 1 and Supplementary Table 13. To further validate 346 
these results, the two best chimeras were scaled-up (> 500 mg) and the two HAMases were 347 

tested on preparative scale (0.1 mmol and 0.2 mmol respectively): biot-Au 2 · Sav-SOD T-348 

A-SFG afforded quinazolinone 3 with 47% isolated yield and no isolable amount of indole 2 349 
(> 99:1 regioselectivity) while biot-Au 2 · Sav-SOD N-SN-GGG afforded quinazolinone 3 350 

and indole 2 in 6% and 72% isolated yield respectively (8:92 regioselectivity), Supplementary 351 
Figures 30-33.  352 

Dual gold mechanism and substrate scope 353 

To confirm that the 5-endo-dig product 2 isolated using the evolved HAMase Sav-SOD N-SN-354 
GGG and Sav-SOD T-A-SFG indeed results from a dual-gold mechanism –rather than a single-355 
gold mechanism– we carried out preparative-scale reactions in D2O. The dual activation 356 
mechanism proceeds via a di-aurated intermediate, which then undergoes deutero-deauration to 357 
regenerate the catalyst and release the (di-deuterated) product 2-d2, Supplementary Figure 34. 358 
Gratifyingly, both 1H-NMR and HR-MS studies confirm that the isolated indole 2-d2, is indeed 359 
equally di-deuterated at its C2 and C3 positions (> 98% by 1H-NMR), Supplementary Figures 34-360 
35. We thus conclude that the formation of the indole 2 through either evolved HAMase indeed 361 
proceeds via a dual-gold mechanism. 362 

Finally, six structurally-related ethynylureas 1a-1f were tested for their regioselective 363 

cyclization in the presence of the two evolved chimeric HAMases, Table 2 and 364 
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Supplementary Table 14. In some cases, the limited solubility and water-stability of these 365 

aromatic ureas proved challenging. Nevertheless, both chimeras afforded preferentially 366 
either the quinazolinone- (Sav-SOD T-A-SFG) or the indole products (Sav-SOD N-SN-GGG). 367 

 368 

Table 2 Substrate scope using the fourth generation of biot-Au 2 · Sav-SOD mutants obtained with the optimized 369 
reaction conditions for either 5-endo-diga or 6-exo-digb products.  370 

            Substrate 

 

 

 

Mutant 
       

Sav-SOD S112N 
T114S T115N 
N118G K121G 
S122Ga 

45.9 

(7:93)  

35.9 

(19:81) 

22.0 

(15:85) 

15.3 

(1:99) 

5.2 

(4:96) 

6.9 

(50:50) 

Sav-SOD S112T 
T115A N118S 
K121F S122Gb 

104.7 

(96:4)  

35.3 

(97:3) 

41.7 

(97:3) 

26.0 

(97:3) 

16.7 

(85:15)c 

6.0 

(96:4)c 

The combined turnover for both products is displayed in relation to [biot-Au 2] as well as the quinazolinone:indole 
ratio (3:2). aOptimized reaction conditions 5-endo-dig: Vtot 100 µL (VMES 45 µL, VDMSO 20 µL), [Sub] 15 mM, 
[Diamide] 15 mM, [biot-Au 2] 100 µM, [Sav] 200 µM, [MES-buffer] 50 mM, pH 5, 37 °C for 24 h; bOptimized reaction 
conditions 6-exo-dig: Vtot 400 µL (VMES 365 µL, VDMSO 12 µL) [Sub] 2.5 mM, [biot-Au 2] 6.25 µM, [Sav] 12.5 µM, 
[MES-buffer] 50 mM, pH 5, 39 °C for 48 h; c with following changes: [biot-Au 2] 2.5 µM, [Sav] 5 µM, for 24 h. For a 
summary of results using the unoptimized reaction conditions used in Table 1, see Supplementary Table 14. 

 371 

Conclusions 372 

Natural metalloenzymes often rely on dual-catalysis to functionalize challenging substrates. 373 
Capitalizing on the unique topology of the biotin-binding vestibule of streptavidin, we 374 

designed an artificial hydroaminase that proceeds via a s,p-activation of a terminal alkyne by 375 

two biotinylated gold cofactors. To ensure the positioning of the two gold moieties, 376 
streptavidin’s biotin-binding vestibule was equipped with a hydrophobic lid, borrowed from 377 

superoxide dismutase c.49 In silico modelling of the resulting chimeric HAMase provided 378 
insight into the two mechanistic manifolds, and revealed close-lying amino-acid residues to 379 

target by directed evolution, to favour the preferential formation of the anti-Markovnikov 380 
product indole 2 over the Markovnikov product quinazolinone 3. These two products result 381 

from the dual-gold s,p-activation and the single gold p-activation reaction manifolds 382 

respectively. Thus far, optimization of ArMs’-performance was mostly focused on optimizing 383 
enantioselectivity.22,25 In addition to displaying remarkable levels of enantiocontrol, enzymes 384 
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excel at imposing catalyst control to address regioselectivity challenges. Herein, we 385 

combined protein engineering and directed evolution to fine-tune the second coordination 386 
sphere around the abiotic cofactor to control the regioselectivity of the hydroamination 387 

reaction. Despite its pronounced thiophylicity, the biotinylated cofactor biot-Au 2 could be 388 
used in the presence of E. coli cell free extracts, thus significantly simplifying the directed 389 

evolution campaign. We tentatively assign this feature to the cofactor’s insolubility in the 390 
reaction medium. Upon solubilization resulting from binding to Sav, the cofactor is partially 391 

shielded from thiols thus affording biocompatible, active and selective artificial 392 

hydroaminases. Current efforts are aimed at integrating this versatile dual-activation reaction 393 
in vivo to complement the natural metabolism. 394 

Methods 395 

General information 396 

Chemicals were purchased from Sigma Aldrich, Acros Organics, Alfa Aesar or Fluorochem 397 
and used without further purification. Dry solvents were directly purchased from Acros 398 

Organics and used without further purification. Water used for molecular biology and in the 399 
catalytic reactions was purified by Milli-Q Advantage system. Degassed solvents were 400 

prepared via three freeze-pump-thaw cycles. All catalytic reactions were carried out with non-401 

degassed solvents under air. Temperature was maintained using Thermowatch-controlled 402 
heating blocks. 1H NMR (500 MHz) and 13C NMR (126 MHz) spectra were recorded at room 403 

temperature on a Bruker 500 MHz or 600 MHz spectrometer. GC-MS analysis was performed 404 
on a Shimadzu GCMS-QP2010S equipped with Agilent HP1-1MS (length: 30 m; Diameter: 405 

0.25 mm; Film: 0.25 µM). GC column flow 2.05 mL/min Helium. High-resolution mass 406 
spectrometry (HR-MS) was performed on a Bruker maXis II QTOF ESI mass spectrometer 407 

coupled to a Shimadzu LC. Fluorescence assays were recorded on a Tecan fluorimeter 408 
Infinite M1000Pro. UPLC experiments were performed on an Acquity UPLC-H Class Bio from 409 

Waters equipped with a PDA set to 254 nm and a SQ detector 2 with the following column: 410 
ACQUITY UPLC, HSS T3 1.8 μm, 2.1 × 100 mm. Molecular biology reagents were 411 

purchased from New England Biolabs (NEB), Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT), and 412 

Macherey-Nagel and were used as described in the accompanying protocols. Mutations were 413 
verified by Sanger sequencing performed by Microsynth (Balgach, Switzerland). 414 

Substrate & product synthesis 415 
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The urea bearing substrates 1 and 1a-1f were prepared according to a modified procedure 416 

of Medio-Simon and co-workers.5 The quinazolininone products 3 and 3a-3f were prepared 417 
according to a modified procedure of Asensio and co-workers.41 The indole products 2 and 418 

2a-2f were synthetized via procedure B1 or B2 (see supplementary information for detailed 419 
procedure). 420 

Synthesis of biotin analogues and complexes 421 

Biotin mesylate was synthetized as follows. A mixture of Biotinol (1 eq), dry CH2Cl2 (30 mL), 422 

pyridine (10 mL) and diisopropylethylamine (2.5 eq) was cooled to 0 °C, followed by a slow 423 
addition of mesyl chloride (3 eq). The solution was stirred 3 hours at 0 °C and quenched. The 424 

solution was extracted, dried and concentrated in vacuo. The product was precipitated from 425 
CH2Cl2 by the addition of diethyl ether to yield the product. N,N-dimethyl biotin 426 

pentafluorophenol was prepared according to a modified procedure of Ward and co-427 
workers.46 The synthesis of 4DMN dye was achieved with slight modification of previously 428 

published protocols.64 A detailed description of the synthesis for the gold complexes biot-Au 429 

1-5 can be found in the supplementary information. 430 

Reaction screening 431 

Initial screening experiments were carried out using the following conditions: MES-buffer 432 
(50 mM, pH< 5), purified protein (100 µM BBS), cofactor (50 µM in DMSO) and substrate 1 433 

(5 mM in DMSO). After 24 hours of shaking, the reactions were quenched by the addition of 434 
methanol (200 µL), followed by centrifugation (14’000 rpm, 10 °C, 10 min). In UPLC vials, the 435 

reaction mixture (20 µL) was diluted in UPLC media (980 µL, 1:1 MeCN:MQ-Water containing 436 

20.4 µM of phthalane as internal standard) before UPLC-MS analysis. Control experiments 437 
were carried out with the same concentrations, see supplementary for detailed information.  438 

Protein design and characterization 439 

The Sav-SOD chimera gene was synthesized and cloned in to pET28a-(+) vector. Protein 440 

production and purification was carried out as previously described. Biotin binding affinities 441 
were determined using a Microcal VP-ITC as previously reported by Stayton<sup>65</sup> 442 

and Coworkers.65 For the fluorescent-probe binding assay  sodium phosphate buffer (40 mM, 443 

pH 7.0) employing Sav K121A or Sav-SOD K121A (1.25 mM) with biot-4DMN (40 µM) was 444 
used. The excitation wavelength (420 nm) and the emission spectra were collected every 445 

1 nm from 450 – 850 nm. Protein melting curves were determined using the protein thermal 446 
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shift reagent kit (Applied Biosystems) as directed using a StepOne Real Time PCR system 447 

and buffer described for ITC analysis. A total sample volume of 20 µL/well was used with a 448 
final concentration of 5.25 mg/mL of protein and +/– (0.25 mg/mL) biotin. For HR-MS analysis 449 

the proteins were dissolved in acidic Mili-Q water (0.1% formic acid, pH 2.5) with a final 450 

concentration of 0.2 mg/mL and clarified by centrifugation. A HPLC (Shimadzu, equipped 451 

with a Jupiter© 5 µm C4 300 Å)-ESI QTof (Bruker Daltonics, ESI MaxisII QTof MS) system 452 

was used to record the data, see Supplementary Figure 36 and Supplementary Table 15. 453 

QM calculations  454 

DFT calculations on TSs and cofactor biot-Au 2  were performed with Gaussian09 program 455 
with B3LYP66 functional including Grimme’s dispersion D3 for geometry optimization and 456 

frequency calculations. Calculations were carried out in water solvent (SMD continuum 457 
model) with ε= 78.35, except when testing the effect of the protein environment (ε =2, 4, 7, 458 

20 and 35).  The basis set 6-31G(d+p) was used for non-metallic atoms and SDD for Au 459 
(including f polarization function). Energies in water were refined using Def2QZVP for Au and 460 

Def2TZVP for non-metallic atoms.  461 

 462 

Protein set up and SOD construct 463 

For Sav-WT and Sav-K121A systems, calculations were carried out using the x-ray crystal 464 

available (pdb code: 3RY2). The systems were prepared by removing waters, ions and small 465 
ligands (except biotin). Duplicate conformers of amino acids were removed and hydrogen 466 

atoms were added using Chimera UCSF. The Lys121 was mutated to Ala using the Dunbrack 467 
rotamer library.59 Because the X-ray structure of Sav-SOD-K121A was not fully resolved, a 468 

homology model was built for Sav-SOD-K121A using Modeller9.2154 using loop modelling for 469 
the missing region (Ala37-Lys71 from PDB:1PZS). The best model was selected according 470 

to the SCOPE score and submitted to a MD simulation of 200ns with Sav region constrained 471 
to allow SOD stabilization and accommodation into Sav. 472 

Protein-ligand docking 473 

The DFT optimized structures of the cofactor biot-Au 2 and the different transition state 474 
structures were incorporated into the binding site of the three protein (i.e. Sav-WT, Sav-475 

K121A, Sav-SOD-K121A) by protein-ligand dockings. This was performed on the most 476 
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populated clusters from previous MD simulations for Sav-WT, Sav-K121A, Sav-SOD-K121A 477 

and using a covalent protocol with a fixed biotin. Two software were used. GaudiMM67 and 478 

GOLD5.8.1.55 All results were visualized and analysed using GaudiView.51 479 

Molecular Dynamics  480 

All MD simulations were prepared with the xleap from AMBER18.55 The systems were 481 

solvated in a cubic box with a neutral charge (neutralization with Na+ and Cl-). The 482 
AMBER14SB force field was used for proteins, GAFF for non-standard residues, ions94.lif 483 

for ions and TIP3P for water. The parameters for biot-Au 2 and the corresponding transition 484 
states were calculated using MCPB.py and charges with RESP. The force constants and 485 

equilibrium parameters between metal and residues were obtained through the Seminario 486 
method. Simulations were run with the OpenMM7.1 toolkit with the OMMprotocol. The 487 

Langevin integrator was used with a time step of 1fs with periodic conditions. The simulation 488 
was performed with the SHAKE approximation and using a barostat coupled to a bath of 489 

1.01325 bar, a cut-off 1nm for non-bonded interactions (short-range electrostatic and Van 490 

der Waals interactions), and the PME method for long-range electrostatic interactions. Initial 491 
energy minimizations were performed (400000 steps) followed by equilibration steps to heat 492 

the system from 100K to 300K.  Finally, production runs of 300ns were carried out which 493 
allow to reach convergence.  494 

Clustering, RMSD, all-to-all RMSD, PCA analysis were analysed with MDtraj and cpptraj.  495 

Residue contributions analysis was performed using StructureViz58 from the MD analysed in 496 
UCSF Chimera and the MMGBSA method implemented in the module MMPBSA.py.68 497 

Directed evolution and screening procedure 498 

Mutant plasmid libraries were transformed into BL21 (DE3) cells and selected on LB-Agar 499 

plates containing kanamycin (50 mg/L). Individual colonies were used and protein production 500 

was carried out in 96-deep well plates as previously described.61 Cell-free extracts were used 501 
for reaction screening and hit identification. Hit selection was based on the measured activity 502 

and selectivity in relation to the B4F assay as the expression levels varied. For the first round 503 
of directed evolution, mutagenesis on positions N118, K121 and S122 was carried out, 504 

followed by position S112 and finally T114 and T115. Site directed mutagenesis was 505 
achieved using the primers listed in Supplementary Table 10 followed by BsaI/DpnI digestion 506 

and ligated using T4 ligase.  507 
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ArM crystallography and native MS characterization 508 

For co-crystallization experiments 10 µL biot-Au 2 (20 mM in DMSO) was added to a protein 509 
solution (2 mg/mL in 1 mL 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4). After 18 h of soaking at rt, the solution 510 

was subjected to concentration and buffer exchange (water) using a Nanosep Centrifugal 511 
Device with an Omega Membrane (3K, Pall). Crystals grew within 21 days and were flash 512 

frozen. X-ray diffraction patterns were collected at the Swiss Light Source beam line PXIII 513 
(100 K, wavelength of 0.999 Å). For detailed information see Supplementary Table 9. The 514 

finalized structure was uploaded to the pdb database and can be found under the code 7ALX. 515 

Sav and Sav-SOD based ArMs were further characterized by native MS, see Supplementary 516 
Figure 37-40 and Supplementary Table 16-17.  517 

 518 

Data availability 519 

Data relating to the materials and methods, detailed substrate and cofactor synthesis, 520 
optimization studies, catalytic experiments, protein expression, MD & DFT calculations, 521 

selected UPLC-MS chromatograms, HRMS spectra and NMR studies are available in the 522 
Supplementary Information. Crystallographic data for biot-Au 2 · Sav-SOD K121A is 523 

available free of charge from the PDB under reference number 7ALX. All other data are 524 

available from the authors upon request. 525 

 526 
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